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Agate Structures 3: Orbicular...Agate?

Thought I was going to say 'Jasper' didn't you? We usually think of jaspers when 
we think of orbicular structures, and the vast majority of orbicular materials are  
called 'jaspers'. If one surveys the whole array of orbicular material, including low 
end material, the majority may well be orbicular 'bird's eye' rhyolites. Some of the 
rhyolites are silicified and could be properly called jaspers. But some rocks called 
jaspers could better be called agates. The highest grade of the very popular gem 
stone from Madagascar called 'Ocean Jasper' is generally considered to be an 
agate, although some agate purists might classify it as an orbicular quartz. 

I have put consideration of orbicular agate far down in this study of agate although 
I gave thought to putting it first. Remember my mentioning seeing a definition of 
chalcedony as "fibrous spherical silica" ? Some of the visible characteristics of 
orbicular agate give us windows into what might occur on the micro and sub-
microscopic scales in all agate. 

Take a look at the close-up photo, below, of cheery Ocean Jasper orbs. They 
consist, as far as I can tell from visual observation, of spherules of...well, let's wait 
on that, surrounded by bladed green quartz and banded chalcedony. 

Ocean Jasper, Madagascar
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Now, let's look at a macro-photo of another Ocean Jasper. This one allows us a 
look into a small cavity where long ago a moment was frozen in time. Could this 
photo show the birth of the orbs? Spooky isn't it? See More Pics

Ok, it's not the birth of the cosmos in miniature (or even the Death Star), but it is 
interesting. And it's difficult to interpret with certainty what these photos show but 
I am, perhaps ill-advisedly, going to offer a tentative explanation. Orbicular agates, 
especially some of the Ocean Jaspers, seem to be exceptions to the general mode of 
agates forming at surface temperatures and pressures from silica collected slowly 
from solution. These may be artifacts of actual emanations of silica from molten 
rock, but their exact nature will remain shrouded in mystery - at least as far as this 
writer is concerned. The Ocean Jaspers vary a great deal throughout the deposit, 
some areas being mostly macro-quartz and other areas being mostly chalcedony 
and some 'jasper'.

In the above photo, we see crystallization of both clear and green macro-quartz, 
and along side the macro-quartz, translucent white spherules, perhaps hydrated 
silica. The crystallization forces out water and other impurities from the quartz, as 
we know. Bear in mind that what we see now is a frozen moment in time when this 
rock was altering from a liquid to a solid under immense pressure. Iron oxides and 
hydroxides seem to be forming and being absorbed into the spheres. Iron 
hydroxides (yellow) seem to congregate, or hydrate, in the centers of the spherules, 
surrounded by oxides (red). Thus armored up with iron compounds, or converting 
partially or completely into iron silicates, the spherules begin to collect macro or 
micro-quartz around them.
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What about the green color? Any number of factors could cause the green. 
Amethyst under heating can turn green. Inclusions of iron compounds reacting 
with sea water can cause green color. Nickel causes green coloration in 
chrysoprase, and large nickel deposits occur on the east coast of Madagascar just 
south of the Ocean Jasper location, as best I can determine it. It is far beyond my 
capacity to determine the origin of the green but it is a major color in most of the 
specimens I have seen.

I mentioned that some phenomena occurring in orbicular agate are common in 
other agates. Colloids of silica, in fact any liquid inclusion in a pressurized 
containment, will form a sphere – spheres distribute pressure evenly. Spherical 
formations may well be present at some stage in most agate, but no longer visible 
when we see it. Sometimes we see macro spherules combining to form solid layers. 
Recall the two photos of the goethite inclusions in the Mexican agate. It appears 
that spherules were attempting to form a layer over a growing goethite crystal. I 
suspect that the spherules are an opaline type hydrous silica, possibly containing 
water expelled by the growing goethite crystal. The growing crystal kept disrupting 
the layer, until it froze fast.

Rather than coalescing into bands, however, the spherules in the Ocean Jasper were 
subject to conditions that allowed them to grow and accrue macro-quartz around 
themselves. After formation of the spheres, the surrounding silica crystallized as 
micro or macro-quartz.

Here is another orbicular material, a poppy jasper, containing somewhat similar 
looking radiating orbicular structures. But this material appears to have been 
subjected to alteration into an opaque crypto-crystalline rock that should be called 
a jasper.
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Broken and Healed: Breccias and Ruin Agates 

We may think the word 'broken' is easily understood, but it is actually a term that 
may convey very complex meanings; the same with the term 'healed'. That is true 
among the “living stones” of humanity and the “living stones” of the agate world.  
In the world of agates the term 'healed' is commonly used to describe fractures that 
have been re-cemented in such a manner that the stone will not fall apart in cutting 
and polishing. 

This amethyst lace agate has been broken and healed, we could say it has a healed 
fault, or a seam through it. I think it adds something, don't you?
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'Brecciated' is a term describing a stone that has been badly broken and cemented 
back together naturally. If an agate, or jasper, consists largely of re-cemented 
material, it may be termed a 'brecciated agate' or 'brecciated jasper'. 

The stone pictured above certainly satisfies the technical definition of a 'brecciated 
agate”. But it's still not quite what most rockhounds and lapidarists think of with he 
tern. To a lapidarist especially, a brecciated agate, jaspagate, or jasper is a 
brecciated and chalcedony 'healed' stone that can be worked. The one above is 
recemented with a soft mishmash material that might be called 'gough' probably 
derived from weathering volcanic rock. Truly 'healed' agate breccias are hard to 
come by, and I don't have one to picture. 

Most often, 'brecciated agates' are agatized breccias of 'jasper'. Almost any kind of 
colored silicated rock can be labeled 'jasper' so there are many brecciated jaspers. 
One of the classic American breccias is the Stone Canyon Jasper, pictured below. 
While not, strictly speaking, an agate, I am including it here because of its 
association with agate. It is found in California's central coastal area and bears the 
scars of that regions turbulent geology. Time after time, it has been fractured, 
perhaps by the San Andreas fault itself, or one of her smaller sister faults. And 
about as often as it has been broken, it has been healed by inflows of silica until it 
is solidly impregnated with chalcedony creating what is often termed “jasp-agate” 
or simply “jaspagate”. Without those scars, Stone Canyon. would be simply a 
nondescript yellow rock, not a sought after semi-precious gemstone.
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A very close inspection of some of the Stone Canyon and similar material shows 
banding in the chalcedony fillings; not much to label it an agate perhaps, but a 
recognizably informal term like 'jaspagate' is entirely suitable.

There are numerous similar lapidary materials going under a variety of names 
found in California, and that is true of many other geologically active areas. A 
personal favorite is Lavic Siding Jasper, or jaspagate. Named for a remote railroad 
siding in the Mojave Desert, a place I've not had the pleasure of visiting, this 
material is a brecciated, silicated and chalcedony infused banded rock of some 
kind. What the original rock was, I don't know, although I'm sure that information 
is available. I do know that it produces very attractive cabbing material. 

The slice of Lavic Siding jaspagate pictured below is especially nice because of the 
pattern of folded and disrupted banding, probably of sedimentary origin. Like the 
Stone Canyon material, the brecciated original stone has become infused or 
replaced by crypto-crystalline quartz and the spaces between the fragments filled 
with chalcedony that in places is obviously wall banded fibrous chalcedony - aka 
'agate'. So 'agatized' is an appropriate label for this material and I think that at least 
the most silicated of the material would fit in the 'replacement agate' category. 

Stone Canyon Jaspagate
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The term 'ruin agate' is also sometimes used to describe certain forms of brecciated 
agates that have their internal structures broken and re-cemented, especially if it 
has the appearance of architectural ruins. On the other side of the pond (Great 
Britain, that is) the term 'ruin agate' is sometimes applied to agates simply badly 
fractured and not necessarily healed – they seem to have a much greater tolerance 
for fractures, probably because America has historically had more ready access to 
fresher, better preserved agates. 

True 'ruin agates', like true brecciated agates are hard to come by on short notice 
(or short budgets) so the one pictured below will have to suffice for now. It, like 
the Lavic Siding piece, appears to be disrupted bedding of some sedimentary rock 
that has become 'agatized'

Lavic Siding Jaspagate, California
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Disrupted bedding in 'jasperized' rocks and disrupted banding of nascent agates 
(agates in formation) sometimes have much the same look. Disrupted agate 
banding, is sometimes identified as a separate class of agates. The band below 
appears to have been a layer formed at the margin of the vein then settled into it.

Unknown Ruin Agate

Brenda Agate with Disrupted band
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How would we describe this agate; a ruin agate, or a ruined agate? Every real agate 
lover must feel a sense of loss at a sight like this. Perhaps that gives just a glimmer 
of the sense of loss God experiences looking at lives broken by sin and 
estrangement from Him.

Ruin agates are certainly not ruined agates, however, and brecciated agates aren't to 
be sneered at either. Broken and healed agates and jaspers are, in fact, some of the 
most sought after semi-precious gemstones. Scars have their value.

Even Jesus was known by His scars. “Doubting Thomas” refused to believe that 
Jesus had risen from the dead until he saw the nail prints in His hands and felt the 
scar from the Roman spear in His side (John 20:20-24). Though Jesus chided 
Thomas for his skepticism, in these latter days there is something to be said for 
caution. 

There is a charming story about Katherina, wife of German Reformation leader 
Martin Luther – whether it's true or simply a tale who knows, but it does illustrate a 
timeless truth. The story goes that Katherina had a vision, or perhaps just a dream, 
of a man in shining white smiling and holding out his hand to her. Thinking it her 
Lord, she began reaching for the hand; then she noticed there was no nail scar. She 
instantly pulled back her hand, and at that, the gleaming apparition vanished. 

Thunder Egg, Poland
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We, today, are beset with false gospels and false messiahs who promise (for fees 
ranging from one's pocket change to one's soul) wealth, health, and happiness. 
Many are the stern warnings Jesus gave about, and to, such false prophets as 
preach the “health and wealth” gospel to packed stadiums. Unfortunately, when 
these empty promises fail, believers in this false gospel are often left bereft of faith 
in the real Gospel and the real Jesus. 

Jesus never promises such things. In fact, He promises that “in the world ye shall 
have tribulation” (John 16:33 KJV), suffer as he did, and St. Paul did, and all the 
other saints. What He does promise is grace to bear it, healing, and joy (which is 
altogether different from happiness), and to be with Him forever at the end of this 
road. 

In his second letter to the church at Corinth, St. Paul wrote these stirring words: 
“For God, who commanded the light to shine out of the darkness hath shined in 
our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of 
Jesus Christ. But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the excellency of 
the power may be of God, and not of us. We are troubled on every side, yet not 
distressed; we are perplexed, but not in despair; Persecuted but not forsaken; 
cast down but not destroyed; always bearing about in the body the dying of the 
Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest in our body.” 
(2 Corinthians 4:6-10 KJV) Such is the stuff of joy, not dependent on the 
temporary circumstances we find ourselves in, but welling up from deep within us.

But, we were talking about healing. Chalcedony is a great healer of broken stones, 
just as the Great Healer of humanity is Jesus, who was born into our world for just 
that purpose.

Agatized Breccias

Let me throw in, before we depart this section, something of the flip side of 
brecciated agate – agatized breccias. Oh yes, and these are quite common, in fact 
we've already looked at what might be considered agatized breccias in agate filled 
pockets in both volcanic and sedimentary rocks. While there may be no crying 
need for this term, introducing it will afford us the opportunity of looking at some 
more beautiful agate photos.

Though what we might consider members of this group are common, it is the 
Mexican Crazy Lace and Laguna Lace agates that come to my mind first, and that 
is what we are going to look at in the next few photos. In these, a jumble of stones,  
beautiful wall banded agate form.
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The broken rock creating the skeleton for agate formation contains a lot of iron 
rock that wass being dissolved and carried away by the silica solution. The iron in 
transit is more finely divided and has a higher oxidation state than the iron rock, so 
it is much brighter red.

Laguna Lace Agate
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Next we have an extreme example, of a breccia that was more cavity than rock, 
and is now more agate. Talk about ability to heal even the most extremely 
damaged. Putting a name on it is difficult too, because it contains both normal lace 
agate, simple wall banded agate, and 'crazy lace' sagenitic agate.
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Just as a reminder, agate breccias also occur in sedimentary rocks. 
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Agates Aflame

In Europe, a 'flame agate' displays a 
fortification pattern reminiscent of a candle 
flame, at least for those who can remember 
candles. This little Laguna agate might be 
considered typical, but certainly not 
exemplary, of the European ideal of a 
flame agate. It is, as you immediately 
recognize, a pressure release structure in a 
small nodule.

This Montana Agate tumbled 
cabochon also reminds me of a 
flame, though it's not the typical 
candle flame. As mentioned earlier, 
the coloration seems to be a 
capillary staining between the bands. 
It may have entered via the crack at 
the bottom.

The diffraction of light caused by 
the fibrous colonies growing from 
the sides produce an interesting 
effect.
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On this side of the Atlantic, 'flame agate' usually refers to seam agates with plumes 
giving us visions of forest fires, raging infernos, and it must be said, the raging 
Inferno itself, the flames of Hell.

This beautiful Flame Agate appears to be of the diffusion plume type, a subject we 
abandoned rather abruptly in the last chapter/pdf. What makes the plumes more 
flame shaped than billowing I can only speculate - doubtless related to the 
interplay of silica polymerization, the metal content, water content, pressure, 
temperature, and diffusion gradient (in other words, the usual suspects that control 
plume formation). We seem to see a gradient from oxidized iron (red plumes) at the 
margin to iron hydroxide plumes (yellow) closer to the center of the plume. The 
white outlines may be opaline (hydrated silica). The extraordinary double plume at 
center stage that really clinches this as a flame agate? I don't know; perhaps a two 
stage development related to an opaline shell? A little mystery adds to the beauty 
don't you think?

Flame Agate, Mexico
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I admit to some difficulty in understanding this agate, a multi-layered vein. My 
first thought was that the flame shaped plumes resulted from the dissolution of 
hematite and wicking away by chalcedony, but on closer inspection, the 
chalcedony formed around the plumes. So the flames may be diffusion plumes 
similar to other plumes arising from the thin porous edge. Perhaps the iron plumes 
and encasing chalcedony grew simultaneously. However it formed, it does call to 
mind popular images of the flaming Inferno.

Oh yes, I know that isn't a popular subject to bring up, but it must be. You see, the 
one who said, “Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will 
give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly 
in heart; and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy and my 
burden is light.” (Mathew 11:28-30) also said this a few pages farther on:
 
“Wherefore if thy hand or thy foot offend thee, cut them off and cast them from 
thee; it is better to enter into life halt or maimed, rather than having two hands 
or two feet to be cast into everlasting fire.” (Mathew 18:8)

Another time, that same Jesus gave this most emphatic warning: “And I say unto 
you my friends, be not afraid of them that kill the body, and after that have no 
more that they can do. But I shall forewarn you whom ye should fear: Fear him 
which after he hath killed hath power to cast into hell, yea I say unto you, fear 
him.” (Luke 12:4,5)

Flame Agate, Mexico
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Rough stuff to hear and many of us are offended by it; we want to cut it out of our 
Bibles and blot it out of our minds. Sorry, but that approach just doesn't work. 
After all, that is how this old world got into the mess it's in, way back there in the 
Garden of Eden when the parents of us all listened to a voice that promised them 
they could be as gods, knowing good and evil for themselves. (Genesis 3) Even 
before the pronouncement of the curse upon the earth, though, God announced the 
coming of a Saviour. (How could God do that? Because God is eternal but His 
creation is temporal, God knows all things before they happen.)

Jesus has come once into the world, God born into mankind – both Son of God and 
Son of Man. That's a difficult concept, but to reconcile man to God, God must first 
seek out man with assurances that man can come out of hiding, punishment has 
already been meted out for mankind's rebellion against God. Who but a man 
should bear the punishment for mankind's sins? But what man can die for anyone's 
sins but his own? Only a divine man, not of the blood of Adam, would meet this 
dual need. 

When Jesus returns, it will be as judge. It is a principle of western law, derived 
from the Bible, that a man should be judged by his peers – men like him. So only a 
man who suffered all the temptations common to mankind, yet without sin could 
be our judge. The world awaits His coming even now. That being the case, now is 
the time to prepare. But how? What does all that stuff about cutting off hands and 
feet mean? The key to that verse is “if thy hand...offend thee”. We understand that 
sin does not originate from hands and feet but from the heart. Jesus said, “For out 
of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false 
witness, blasphemies: these be the things that defile a man:” (Mathew 15:19) 
Jesus' point is that it is the heart, the inner man, that is the problem and must be 
cast away and replaced with a new heart, new man, new creation – all ways of 
expressing the same thing. 

That just happens to be what we have already discussed at some length – being 
cleansed and being filled anew. Beauty and goodness are the gift of God. That 
brings us to the one aspect of this issue that we haven't covered yet – the work of 
the Holy Spirit. Like the laws of chemistry and physics that quietly work to 
transform a water filled gas bubble into a crystal ball, the Holy Spirit works within 
the believer to create in him a new man.

Once again though, I have to sadly acknowledge that the Holy Spirit is not a 
popular subject. Many people consider themselves too sophisticated for such 'holy 
roller and snake handler nonsense'. Those who would make Christianity nothing 
but a set of ethical standards to be followed when convenient have no use for Him. 
And those who believe the ritual of the church is all there is to it, and all they need, 
have a great fear and suspicion of Him. 
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“Him”? Yes, Him. The Holy Spirit is a person, not biological of course, but with 
the intellectual and emotional character of person-hood. He is the third person of 
the Holy Trinity – Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. That is difficult, no - make that 
impossible, for us to fully understand, but if we accept Jesus as Lord, or want to 
accept Jesus as Lord, we must also accept the Holy Spirit because it is Jesus who 
informs us about Him:

“It is not given for you to know the times or the seasons, which the Father hath 
put in his own power. But ye shall receive power after that the Holy Ghost is 
come upon you: and you shall be witnesses  unto me both in Jerusalem, and in 
all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth.” (Acts 1:7,8 
KJV) 

This is the end of this pdf. 

PS:
Thanks for sticking it out this far. If you hadn't, I would have 
wasted a lot of time and effort.
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This appears to me to show iron compounds being expelled from 
the crystallizing green macro-quartz and migrating into the 
spheres (remember these are shown on a cut face so the yellow 
is in the center of the sphere) where they hydrate into yellow 
hydroxides of iron.
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Some of these orbs show faint banding, perhaps indicating 
chalcedony crystallization in the orbs. Perhaps the sequence is 
squeezing hydrous silica out of the macro-quartz, the hydrous 
silica absorbs the iron oxides and hydroxides, the latter at the 
center, the orbs crystallize as chalcedony, and the macro-quartz 
crystallizes around it. The one at the center of this photo short-
circuited and the macro-quartz formed prematurely perhaps.

                 The End!


